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Oops! Sorry we can't find what you're looking for


There are a few ways we can try to help you below, or you may prefer to contact us instead.


	Try typing the word or phrase you are looking for into the search bar below, or retype the URL.
	Take a look at some of the options below - that might help find what you're looking for.
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					What to do about hearing loss

					https://www.hearinglink.org/your-hearing/what-to-do-about-hearing-loss/
								
														
					[image: ]					...assessment.  Hearing aids – NHS or private? You can start your journey towards better hearing through the NHS or privately. It’s a personal choice and there are advantages to both approaches. Whichever route you take, you should expect to be professionally assessed and, if you need hearing aids or other technology, you should be able to get whatever is going to work best for you. However, it’s worth doing a little thinking beforehand, because there are some differences between NHS and private hearing care services, particularly as far as hearing aids are concerned. If you see...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					What is a hearing aid?

					https://www.hearinglink.org/your-hearing/what-is-a-hearing-aid/
								
														
					[image: Audiologist inserting a hearing aid in a male patient's ear]					...for use with a hearing loop. These are found in many public places where you see the hearing loop sign (see right). Make sure that you ask your audiologist if your hearing aids can be programmed so that the ‘T’ setting is activated. This will mean you can use them with hearing loops in public places and with ‘hearing aid compatible’ landline phones. If your hearing aids don’t have a ‘T’ setting, ask about the best setting for telephone use. For mobile phones, you should ask how your mobile phone can connect wirelessly to your hearing aids as you can with...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					Communication support

					https://www.hearinglink.org/living/rights-benefits/communication-support/
								
														
					[image: Electronic notetaking as communication support for people with hearing loss]					...organisations, like Action on Hearing Loss, the Royal Association for Deaf People or Deaf Action. Making the NHS accessible In August 2016, all NHS and adult social care providers across England became legally required to meet NHS England’s Accessible Information Standard. Its aim is to make sure that all organisations providing NHS or social care make their information accessible for all people in a way they can understand and by providing any communication support they need. This means you should...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					UK organisations

					https://www.hearinglink.org/connect/useful-hearing-loss-organisations/useful-organisations-uk/
								
														
										...Hearing Loss and Deafness Alliance Hearing Link Services is an active member of the Alliance on Hearing Loss – a coalition of charities and professional representative groups working together to prevent and reduce the impact of hearing loss and tinnitus. The Alliance promotes the inclusion and participation of people who are deaf and hard of hearing in society. Download the declaration and quality statement for hearing services. Hear Together Hear Together works with children and adults with any type of...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					Deafness & hearing loss facts

					https://www.hearinglink.org/your-hearing/about-hearing/facts-about-deafness-hearing-loss/
								
														
					[image: ]					...with hearing but have lost some or all of their hearing. Congenital hearing loss – born with hearing loss which may become progressively worse. References NHS England: Hearing loss and healthy ageing. 2017 NHS England & Dept for Work and Pensions: Hearing loss and employment. 2017. Hearing Matters. RNID, 2015 Hearing Loss and Associated Comorbidities: What Do We Know? Dr Harvey Abrams. The Hearing Review. 2017. Facts and figures on hearing loss, deafness and tinnitus. RNID. Webpage reviewed: February 2024...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					FAQs: Hearing Link and Hearing Dogs Merger

					https://www.hearinglink.org/faqs-hearing-link-hearing-dogs-merger/
								
														
										Hearing Link & Hearing Dogs Merger FAQs – July 2017 1. What is the background to the two organisations working together? Following months of talks, we are delighted to announce an exciting development for Hearing Link. This summer, Hearing Link will merge with another leading UK charity, Hearing Dogs for Deaf People, in a move to secure our future services. This year, Hearing Link celebrates 70 years of supporting people with hearing loss to acquire the confidence and knowledge they...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					What is a hearing test?

					https://www.hearinglink.org/your-hearing/what-is-a-hearing-test/
								
														
					[image: Arrow pointing to where hearing tests take place]					...hearing. Screen your own hearing There are several ways to check your own hearing from the comfort of your own home. Whilst these screening tests are useful, they should not be taken as a diagnostic test of your hearing and if in any doubt to discuss the results with your GP or local audiologist. Online screening hearing tests are available from the majority of hearing aid manufacturers and major suppliers or dispensers. They can be found by typing ‘Online hearing...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					Causes of hearing loss

					https://www.hearinglink.org/your-hearing/causes-hearing-loss/
								
														
					[image: Causes of hearing loss as illustrated by man cupping hand over ear]					There are many causes of hearing loss and a number of ways of explaining or classifying them. This article doesn’t include much about causes of hearing loss present at birth (congenital); it mostly covers hearing loss acquired from childhood onwards. A straightforward way of categorising causes of hearing loss is based on the type of hearing loss and how it relates to which part of auditory or hearing system has become damaged or is in some way abnormal. Often, hearing...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					BAA Conference 2023

					https://www.hearinglink.org/professionals/baa-conference-2022/
								
														
					[image: ]					...be sent to: Membership Team, Hearing Link Services, The Grange, Wycombe Road, Saunderton, Princes Risborough, Buckinghamshire, HP27 9NS. *This offer is open to new membership applications only. Value of membership depends on subscription chosen. Working together At Hearing Link Services we want to work with you to help support your patients and clients. Our services can complement the fantastic work you do with your patients by providing additional emotional and practical support throughout their hearing journey. We can connect them to...
				

				
			
					

											
									
				
					Working together

					https://www.hearinglink.org/professionals/welcome/
								
														
					[image: ]					Welcome to our dedicated pages offering a range of useful resources and information for hearing care professionals working in audiology services, lipreading provision, healthcare, social care and employment sectors. Hearing Link Services, which is part of Hearing Dogs for Deaf People, believes that nobody with hearing loss should feel alone. That is why we provide a range of personalised hearing support services and train highly-skilled hearing dogs. We connect individuals experiencing hearing loss – plus their partners, family, friends and...
				

				
			
					

										

								
		

	





	
	

Sign up for our e-newsletter




Enjoy updates from Hearing Link Services with our regular newsletter created especially for our community. Sign up today!





Sign up
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Hearing Link Services is part of Hearing Dogs for Deaf People.


Registered charity in England & Wales no. 293358 and in Scotland no. SC040486. Royal Patron HRH The Princess Royal.
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